
HOMER ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION               July 20, 2016 

491 E PIONEER AVENUE  6:30 PM WEDNESDAY 

HOMER, ALASKA  COWLES COUNCIL CHAMBERS 

 

 

REGULAR MEETING AGENDA 

1. Call to Order 

 

2. Approval of Agenda 

 

3. Public Comment:  The public may speak to the Commission regarding matters on the agenda that are not 

scheduled for public hearing or plat consideration.  (3 minute time limit).  

 

4. Reconsiderations:  None 

 

5. Adoption of Consent Agenda 

All items on the consent agenda are considered routine and non-controversial by the Planning Commission and 

are approved in one motion.   There will be no separate discussion of these items unless requested by a Planning 

Commissioner or someone from the public, in which case the item will be moved to the regular agenda. 

A. HAPC minutes from June 15, 2016        Page  1  

      

6. Presentations:  None 

 

7.  Reports: Staff Report PL 16-36 City Planner’s Report          Page   5 

 

8. Public Hearings: Testimony limited to 3 minutes per speaker. The Commission conducts Public Hearings by 

hearing a staff report, presentation by the applicant, hearing public testimony and then acting on the Public Hearing 

items.  The Commission may question the public.  Once the public hearing is closed the Commission cannot hear 

additional comments on the topic.  The applicant is not held to the 3 minute time limit. 

 A.   Staff Report PL 16-37, Conditional Use Permit 16-03 Soccer Association of Homer Page 9 

 B. Staff Report PL 16-38, Towers and Tall Structures Ordinance     Page 27 

     

9. Plat Consideration:  

 A. Staff Report PL 16-40, Commerce Park 2016 Preliminary Replat    Page 41  

                

10. Pending Business:       

A.   Staff Report 16-39, Comprehensive Plan Update Chapter 6, Parks and Recreation  Page     53 

B.  Staff Report 16-32 Homer Accelerated Water Sewer Program (HAWSP)    Page   73 

 

11.             New Business: 

A.   2017 Capital Improvement Plan review       WS packet 

                

12. Informational Materials:  

A.  City Manager’s Report, June 22, 2016       Page  97 

B.  KPB ordinance reducing the number of commissioners on the KPB Planning Commission.  Page 99 

       

13. Comments of the Audience:  Members of the audience may address the Commission on any subject.  (3 min limit) 

    

14.  Comments of Staff 

 

15. Comments of the Commission 

16.  Adjournment:  Next regular meeting is scheduled for August 3, 2016. Meetings will adjourn promptly at 9:30  

p.m.  An extension is allowed by a vote of the Commission.  
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Request for Conditional Use Permit 16-03
Indoor recreational facility, 

and more than 1 building containing 
a permitted principle use on a lot.

¹
July 6, 2016

Disclaimer:
It is expressly understood the City of
Homer, its council, board,
departments, employees and agents are
not responsible for any errors or omissions
contained herein, or deductions, interpretations
or conclusions drawn therefrom. 

City of Homer
Planning and Zoning Department

Arial Map

School

Rec facility
X

XProposed indoor recreational facility, 
just under 12,000 square feet

Sterling Highway

Pio
ne

er
Av

e

600 Sterling Highway

500 Sterling Highway

0 300 600150
Feet

Marked lots are within 300 feet 
and property owners notified.
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Staff Report PL 16-32 

 

TO:   Homer Advisory Planning Commission  

FROM:   Rick Abboud, City Planner 

DATE:   July 20, 2016 

SUBJECT:  HAWSP 

 

Introduction: The Planning Commission has been directed by the City Council to develop 

recommendation regarding the HAWSP policies including:  

- How the City should apply the debt service ratio 

- When the debt service ratio should be calculated 

- When pending HAWSP projects should be inputted into the debt service ratio 

calculation 

- A process for keeping track of and prioritizing special assessment district requests 

that occur while a moratorium on new districts is in effect 

- A process for lifting and implementing a moratorium on water and sewer special 

assessment district projects 

 

Analysis: First, I am providing the Commission with some background information. Included 

is the HAWSP policy manual and HCC 17.04, be sure to have a strong cup of coffee with you 

when reviewing. Since all of the above recommendations requested revolve around the debt 

ratio, we will start with information about it. Next meeting, I am hoping to have enough 

background covered to start formulating some recommendations. We also have some 

general review duties associated with both HART and HAWSP documents and will be 

addressed at a later date. 

 

HAWSP policy manual:  

I. Purpose/intent: This is pretty self-explanatory. You will notice the date that new 

subdivisions eligibility ended, basically with the adoption of the tax. The program 

is not meant as a tool to develop new subdivisions. I have to interpret this as 

subdivision small enough to not warrant a subdivision agreement for installation 

of utilities, generally the creation of less than 4 lots or so. 

II. This is a list of grandfathered Local Improvement Districts (LIDS) (now referred to 

as Special Assessment Districts or (SADS)), which may have been in-progress as 

this program developed. They were funded at 50%. After these property owners 

were expected to pay 75%. Page 6 may provide us with the most guidance in 

helping determine some criteria foe which projects to fund. Most of these criteria 
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really do not have any particular measures associate with them, thus making it 

difficult to compare and contrast. I will be looking for some input on measures 

here. 

III. Financing: Gives a description of the general overview of the financing 

expectations. The methodology caught my eye. You will notice that the equal 

share method of assessment was adopted in #9.  

IV. Special Provisions: Get the coffee ready. My highlights include the “Connection 

required”. This is a bit outside of what was asked in the resolution, but it has been 

a ‘hot potato’ item as the Planning Office has encouraged this and offered to help 

with the due process in gaining compliance. To date the city has not been heavy 

handed and several properties are not connected.   It is relatively easy until you 

get to #7 and beyond. Number 10 sets the policy that future subdivisions will pay 

an amount equal to the original assessment and the city will then disperse the 

amount among current property owners in the district. You will notice that there is 

no sunset provision for this requirement. The Planning Office has seen this as a 

permanent deterrent to subdivision and thus inhibiting gaining a desired greater 

density of customers on the city system (besides the general loss of economic 

development).  

 

Now you may be thinking about how special assessment districts work. I’m thinking at least a 

basic understanding will help you put the picture together.  

 

HCC 17.04, Special Assessment Districts: 

Not all of this section is directly relevant to HART and HAWSP. I will try to break down the 

highlights. 

 

17.04.040 Initiation of the District: Council can initiate upon a vote or one may be formed by 

petition. Basically, in the petition scenario, an applicant is charged $100 and proposes a 

district boundary. From there it is handed off to the clerks to distribute the petition. Once a 

positive response is received from not less than 50% of those bearing the assessed cost of the 

district (in the case of HASP, this is 50% of the parcel owners) then the city moves on to part 

two or HCC 17.04.040.  

 

A meeting is noticed and scheduled, the city then prepares the plan including; the final 

boundary, design, cost estimate, figures assessments, method of assessment, time frame of 

financing, and preliminary assessment roll. We are not even close to done though. More 

meetings and due process are administered by the clerks as provided in HCC 17.04.050. But 

wait, there’s more! Now we need to solicit bids. If our estimate exceeds 115% of our 

prediction, we have more notice and process per HCC 17.04.060. We still have to certify the 

roll and collect the payments. 
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Now something of policy interest, HCC 17.04.100, Subdivision after levy of assessments. You 

see a lot of ‘except this and except that’, but as far as HAWSP goes, it is as described above. 

Subdividers must pay the cost that the original assessment district did and the money is split 

up among the current property owners in the district with no sunset provisions. 

 

We can go on and on with the additional process and financing options but the things that 

gain my interest in a policy sense is HCC 17.04.170, water and sewer connections required-

discussed above and deferment.   

 

Debt ratio: 

 

Debt-Service Coverage Ratio 

The Debt Service Ration or debt service coverage ratio (DSCR) is a financial 
ratio that measures an entity’s ability to make its current debt obligations (one year) by 
comparing its net operating income with its total debt service obligations. 

A DSCR greater than 1 means the entity – whether a person, company or government –
 has sufficient income to pay its current debt obligations. A DSCR less than 1 means it does 
not. This is why a higher ratio is always more favorable than a lower ratio. A higher ratio 
indicates that there is more income available to pay for debt servicing. 

 

Total debt service refers to current debt obligations, meaning any interest, principal, sinking-

fund and lease payments that are due in the coming year. 

 

How should the DSCR apply 
to the HAWSP fund? 
Example:  
HAWSP Fund Income:  

1. Dedicated Sales Tax:       Avg. $1,200,000 per year for the past 5 years 

2. Assessment Revenue:      Avg. $    250,000 per year for the past 5 years 

3. Assessment Interests:       Avg. $     50,000 per year for the past 5 years 
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HAWSP Expenditures: 
 

1. Debt Service:                    Avg. $1,050,000 per year for the past 5 years 

2. Admin Charges:                Avg. $   140,000 per year for the past 5 years 

 
Annual Operating Income    = 1200000+250000+50000-140000 = $1,360,000 
Total Debt Service               =$1,050,000 
DSCR (in this example) = 1360000/1050000 =1.29  

 

 

Staff Recommendation: This is a lot to digest. I am figuring on getting some questions and 

returning with answers for the next meeting, then we might start formulating some response 

to the Council. 

 

 

Attachments 

1. HAWSP policy manual 

2. Resolution 16-074 

3. HCC 17.04 
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H. A. W. S. P. 

(Homer Accelerated Water Sewer Program) 

 

POLICY MANUAL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Updated August 2012 
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HAWSP Original, June 22, 1999 

Approved by Council via Resolution 99-53  

June 28, 1999 Program Authorized 

 

ERRATA 

 

I. PURPOSE/INTENT – In General 

 

II. QUALIFYING CRITERIA 

 

1. Grandfather list updated, changes to Hillside Acres Sewer and Water and the 

 Addition of West Lakeshore Drive Water and Sewer. 

 

2. Resolution 03-80, deleted the methodology from Qualifying Criteria and placed more 

 appropriately under Financing/Assessments. 

 

III. FINANCING/ASSESSMENTS 

 

1. Ordinance 99-14(S)(A), to use unexpended ¾ of 1% sales tax revenues not used for debt  

 retirement for funding water and sewer systems. 

 

2. Resolution 01-21, amended the assessment methodology. 

 

3. Resolution 03-80, amended the interest and payment date. 

 

4. Resolution 03-80, assessment methodology set at equal shares. 

 

5. Ordinance 16-20, amended petition signatures required to record owners of real 

property that would bear not less than 50% of the assessed cost of the improvement. 

 

IV. SPECIAL PROVISIONS, In Lieu of Agreements, Deferred Assessments 

 

1. Ordinance 02-48, Subdividing. 17.04.095 and 17.04.180; Ordinance 12-15 - 17.04.100 . 

 

12. Added by Resolution 05-50, Exempting Certain Lands. 
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GENERAL STATEMENTS 

 

H. A. W. S. P. POLICY MANUAL 

 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

 

I. Purpose/Intent – In General 

 

II. Qualifying Criteria 

 

III. Financing/Assessments 

 

IV. Special Provisions 
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I. PURPOSE/INTENT – IN GENERAL 

 

1. The H.A.W.S.P. is a combined local funding source of unexpended dedicated sales tax 

and dedicated sales tax, once the sewer debt is paid, and assessments to upgrade 

approximately 500+ homes to City water and/or sewer service. 

 

2. The intent of the program is to improve the health and welfare of the Citizens of Homer 

by connecting residences to City water and/or sewer, thereby increasing the number of users 

on the system, increasing property values and improving the quality of life. 

 

3. All water and/or sewer connections, upgraded, projects will be to City standards. 

 

4. When practical, the intent of the program is to preclude the destruction of existing 

water and/or sewer services and, where practical, to eliminate spaghetti lines. 

 

5. The criteria for the H.A.W.S.P. shall be reviewed annually by the Homer City Council. 

 

6. No new subdivisions, formed after June 28, 1999, shall be eligible for this program. 

 

7. Every attempt shall be made to include lots immediately adjacent to the water/sewer 

main lines within the project limits or boundaries as defined by the Public Works Department. 

 

 

II. QUALIFYING CRITERIA 

 

The following water and/or sewer Assessment Districts, aka, LIDs or SADs are on the books: 

These LIDs/SADs should be grandfathered into the program and will receive priority 

consideration. These LIDs/SADs are listed in chronological order. 

 

These projects have been reassessed, pursuant to Resolution 01-21 for a property owner share 

of 50%. 

 

The City Council’s regular meeting is scheduled for May 28, Memorial Day. The Council may 

change the meeting date to Tuesday, May 29th. 

 

1. Harrington Heights – Water & Sewer, Public Hearing set for May 28/29/2001. Objection 

period ends July 27/28, 2001. 
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2. Mariner Village/Thorn Subdivision – Water & Sewer, Public Hearing set for May 28/29, 

2001. Objection period ends July 27/28, 2001. 

 

3. Thompson Drive – Sewer, Public Hearing set for May 28/29, 2001. Objection period ends 

July 27/28, 2001. 

 

4. Forest Glen Subdivision/Forest Glen Drive – Water & Sewer, Public Hearing set for May 

28/29, 2001. Objection period ends July 27/28, 2001. 

 

5. Salt Water Drive – Water and Sewer, Public Hearing set for May 28/29, 2001. Objection 

period ends July 27/28, 2001. 

 

6. East Road – portion – Sewer, Public Hearing set for May 28/29, 2001. Objection period 

ends July 27/28, 2001. 

 

7. Hillside Acres Sewer, Public Hearing set for May 28/29, 2001. Objection period ends July 

27/28, 2001. 

 

8. Hillside Acres Water, Public Hearing set for May 28/29, 2001. Objection period ends July 

27/28, 2001. 

 

9. W. Lakeshore Drive Water and Sewer, Public Hearing set for May 28/29, 2001. Objection 

period ends July 27/28, 2001. 

 

Amendments to the schedule can be accomplished only by Council action. 

 

LIDs/SADs Assessment Districts formed after March 27, 2001 shall be assessed 75% property 

owner share of the project. 

 

All projects will be authorized only after a public hearing to insure public participation in the 

process pursuant to HCC 17. 

 

 

 

The following criteria may be considered for qualifying as a water and/or sewer project. 

a. Health and Safety; 

b. Correct deficiencies of existing systems; 

c. System wide basis versus local needs; 
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d. Complete utility loop; 

e. Encourage economic development; 

f. Correct problems; 

g. Reduce maintenance cost; 

h. Build to city standards prior to acceptance; 

i. Property owner contribution through LID/SAD process by paying $1,100 per half acre 

increments for water and sewer each. With the exclusion of those 7 projects on the preceding 

page.  

j. Other factors deemed appropriate by the City Council. 

 

 

III. FINANCING/ASSESSMENTS 

 

1. Pursuant to Ordinance 99-14(S)(A) the program may utilize the unexpended sales tax 

revenue dedicated to sewer debt. Upon satisfaction of the sewer debt the ¾ of 1% sales tax 

shall continue and shall be used for water and/or sewer system improvements. Approved by 

the voters October, 1999. 

 

2. A ¾ of one percent (3/4%) dedicated sales tax can be expected to generate 

approximately $750,000 annually. The unexpended portion is projected to be approximately 

$300,000. 

 

3. The utility improvements will be financed on a combined pay as you go basis as well as 

possible sale of revenue or assessment bonds, future bond sales or even the need for a General 

Obligation Bond if so deemed necessary by the Homer City Council and as recommended by 

staff. 

 

4. The City will attempt to obtain long term financing for up to twenty years for the private 

share of funding. 

 

5. Interest, if any, generated from the program will remain with the program funds. 

 

6. Abutting property owners will share the cost of the utilities. 

 

7. The City will pay all costs for any additional improvements required when deemed 

necessary by the City. 
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8. Assessment payment date, penalty and interest shall be set as soon as the project has 

been accepted by the Public Works Department. 

 

Interest and Payment Due date will be set by Resolution of the City Council (Resolution 03-80, 

May 27, 2003). 

 

9. Methodology: Approved by Resolution 02-21 on March 27, 2001. The nine LIDs/SADs 

Assessment Districts named herein, under Qualifying Criteria, shall be assessed 50% of the 

project. Districts formed after March 27, 2001 shall be assessed 75% of the project. Via Council 

action on April 28, 2003 assessment methodology for HAWSP LIDs/SADs Assessment Districts 

will be equal shares. (Resolution 03-80, May 27, 2003) 

 

10. Expenditures under the HAWSP program are subject to the availability of funds, after 

maintaining a debt-service coverage ratio of 1.25 or above. (Resolution 16-041(S-2)(A), May 9, 

2016) 

 

IV. SPECIAL PROVISIONS 

 

1. Non existing water and sewer improvement districts shall be encouraged whenever 

possible. District is defined as: lots immediately adjacent to the water/sewer main lines within 

the project limits/boundaries as defined by Public Works. 

 

2. HCC 17.04.170 Water and sewer connections required.  The owner of property in a 

water or sewer special assessment district that contains an occupied building shall connect to 

the improvement constructed in the district within one year after the date that the resolution 

confirming the assessment roll for the district becomes final. (Ordinance 87-30, 1988; revised 

Ordinance 12-15, 2012) 

 

3. HCC 14.04.020(e), the City sewer is considered as not available to a structure when the 

nearest City sewer is located more than 200 feet from any point on the boundary of the lot or 

parcel of land on which the structure is located. Sewer connection will be required within one 

year of sewer becoming available. (Ordinance 94-17(A)) 

 

4. Additional easements required will be paid by this program, at no additional cost to 

abutting property owners. 

 

5. No parcel shall be double assessed nor shall be included in two like assessment districts. 
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6. Whenever and wherever practical road improvements shall be done in conjunction with 

the water and/or sewer project, but not before. 

 

7. HCC 17.04.190, Deferment of assessment payments for senior citizens. 

 

8. HCC 17.04.200, “In lieu of assessment”—determination of amount—terms. 

 

9. HCC 17.04.200 “In lieu of assessments”, not to prevent inclusion in of property in future 

district.  

 

10. 17.04.100 Subdivision after levy of assessments.  (a) Except as provided in subsection (b) 

of this section, upon the subdivision of a property assessed as a single parcel, the amount of the 

assessment shall be allocated among the resulting lots that benefit from the improvement on 

the same basis that the assessment originally was allocated. (b) Upon the subdivision of a 

property assessed as a single parcel in an assessment district where assessments were levied in 

an equal amount per parcel (i.e., without regard to parcel area, dimension or other 

characteristic), then no resulting parcel, other than the parcel that contains the original 

connection to the improvement for which the assessment was levied, may connect to the 

improvement until a subdivided property connection fee is paid for the parcel. (1) The amount 

of the connection fee shall be equal to the amount of the original assessment, adjusted up or 

down by a percentage equal to the change in the Consumer Price Index, All Urban Consumers 

(CPI-U) for Anchorage, Alaska from the end of the calendar year preceding the original 

assessment date to the end of the calendar year preceding the date the parcel is connected to 

the improvement. (2) If the original assessment was payable in installments the city may enter 

into a written agreement for the payment of the connection fee in installments on terms that 

are substantially the same as those authorized for the payment of the original assessment, 

secured by a deed of trust on the parcel. (3) Upon receiving connection fee payments, the city 

shall allocate such payments to each property assessed in the district in proportion to the 

amount originally assessed against the property, either by adjusting the original assessment 

amount or disbursing a payment to the record owner at the time of disbursement. (Ordinance 

02-48, December 10, 2002; revised by Ordinance 12-15, April 10, 2012) 

 

11. 17.04.110 Assessments to be liens. Assessments are liens upon the property assessed 

and are prior and paramount to all liens except those having priority under State law. They shall 

be enforced in the same manner as property tax liens. (Ordinance 12-15, April 10, 2012) 

 

12. Certain Lands that will not be Developed due to Conservation Easements or Owned by 

Organizations that Conserve Land for Public Purpose and/or Habitat Protection from the Homer 

Accelerated Roads Program and the Homer Accelerated Water and Sewer Program Assessment 

District Assessments on a Case by Case Basis and that Each Program Shall be Amended to 

Include this Exemption under Special Provisions. (Resolution 05-50(A), April 25, 2005) 
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KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH 
Kenai Peninsula Borough Assembly 

144 North Binkley Street 
Soldotna, AK 99669 
Phone 907.:.714-2160 
Fax 907-714-2388 

Blaine Gilman, Assembly President 
Brent Johnson, Vice President 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Blaine Gilman, Assembly President 

Kenai Peninsula Borough Assembly Members 

FROM: BrentJohnson,AssemblyMember ( ;js) j--rz- 2 -~ · 
DATE: June 9, 2016 

RE: Ordinance 2016-~ An Ordinance Amending KPB 2.40.010 to Reduce 

Planning Commission Membership (Johnson) 

The apportiollil?-ent for the planning commissioners sets out and impacts the number of 

planning commissioners needed to maintain the proper proportion of planning commissioner 

members from within and outside the cities in the borough. AS 29.40.020 (a) provides: 

"Each first and second class borough shall establish a planning commission 
consisting of five residents unless a greater number is required by ordinance. 
Commission membership shall be apportioned so that the number of members 
from home rule and first class cities reflects the proportion of borough population 
residing in home rule and first class cities located in the borough ... " (emphasis 
added). 

The area outside of cities in this borough is much greater.than the area inside of cities and 

therefore, population grows faster outside of cities. This is the paramount reason that the KPB 
planning corinnission membership was raised in 2002 by ordinance 2001-29 from 11 members to 

13 members. Today, with the borough code requirement that each city have a representative on 
the planning commission, 15 members are needed to best comply with AS 29.40.020. 

To avoid this ever-increasing number of planning commissioners, a reduction in the 

number 'of commissioners from cities is needed. Each planning commissioner represents the 
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Planning Commission Apportionment 
Page 2 of2 

whole borough and reviews land related regulations throughout the borough; especially plats, 

vacations and material sites. There ~s little justification for the apportionment described in AS 

29.40.020, but changing state statute would be difficult and time consuming. 

In 1992, led by Assembly Member Frank Mullen, the assembly body was reduced from 16 

members to the current nine members. That reduction in government, tho~gh very unpopular 

with a number of assembly members in 2002, stands as a good example of efficient legislation. I 

believe the planning commission will operate very effectively with a nine-member body. 

Your consideration is appreciated. 
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Kenai Peninsula Borough, Alaska New Text Underlined; [DELETED TEXT BRACKETED] Ordinance 2016-25 

  Page 1 of 3 

Introduced by: Johnson 

Date: 06/21/16 

Hearing: 07/26/16 

Action:  

Vote:  

 

KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH 

ORDINANCE 2016-25 

 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING KPB 2.40.010 TO REDUCE PLANNING 

COMMISSION MEMBERSHIP 

 

WHEREAS, AS 29.40.020(a) requires that planning commission membership be apportioned 

so that the number of members from home rule and first class cities reflects the 

proportion of borough population residing in home rule and first class cities 

located in the borough; and 

 

WHEREAS, all members are subject to appointment by the mayor and confirmation by the 

assembly, provided that members from home rule or first class cities must be 

selected by the mayor from a list of recommendations submitted by the city 

council; and 

 

WHEREAS, KPB 2.40.010 currently provides that the planning commission shall include 

one member from each first class or home rule city of the borough, which is not 

required by statute, and that the number of remaining members from areas in the 

borough outside such cities must comply with the statutorily required 

apportionment; and 

 

WHEREAS, based upon the 2010 US Census figures, the commission would have to be 

increased by either one or two members to satisfy the statutorily required 

apportionment figures if the planning commission continues to include one 

member from each first class or home rule city of the borough; and 

 

WHEREAS, it is not in the best interest of the borough to further increase the number of 

members appointed to the planning commission; and 

 

WHEREAS, the KPB School Board is composed of nine members; and 

 

WHEREAS, the KPB Assembly is composed of nine members; and 

 

WHEREAS, at its meeting of June 13, 2016 the planning commission recommended  ; 

 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE KENAI 

PENINSULA BOROUGH: 
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Ordinance 2016-25 New Text Underlined; [DELETED TEXT BRACKETED] Kenai Peninsula Borough, Alaska 

Page 2 of 3 

SECTION 1. That KPB 2.40.010 is hereby amended as follows: 

 

2.40.010. - Membership—Apportionment. 

 

In accordance with AS 29.40.020(A): 

 

A. The planning commission shall consist of [A MAXIMUM OF THIRTEEN] 

nine members including [ONE MEMBER FROM EACH] three members from the 

first class [OR] and home rule [CITY] cities of the borough and the remainder 

apportioned so that the number of members from home rule and first class 

cities reflects the proportion of borough population residing in home rule and 

first class cities located in the borough. The members from the first class or 

home rule cities of the borough [ARE] shall be appointed as follows: 

 

[1. KENAI 

2. SOLDOTNA 

3. SEWARD 

4. HOMER 

5. SELDOVIA] 

One member from the City of Seward, one member from either the City of 

Kenai or the City of Soldotna, and one member from either the City of Homer 

or City of Seldovia. 

 

Members representing a city shall be selected by the mayor from a list of 

recommendations submitted by the city council and confirmed by the 

assembly. 

 

B. One planning commissioner from outside of first class and home rule 

cities shall be appointed by the mayor and confirmed by the assembly from 

each of the following areas as generally described below and depicted in the 

map on file at the borough clerk's office bearing the borough seal and 

identified as the planning commission apportionment map approved in 

Ordinance [2001-29] 2016-   . The sections described in the map and below 

provide guidelines from which deviations are permitted consistent with the 

intent that commissioners reside in areas throughout the borough: 

 

1. [6.] East Peninsula; 

2. [7.] Southwest Borough; 

3. [8. ANCHOR POINT/NINILCHIK] Kasilof/Ninilchik/Anchor Point; 

 [9. KASILOF/CLAM GULCH;] 

4. [10.] Kalifornsky Beach 

5. [11.] Ridgeway/Sterling/Funny River; 

 [12. STERLING;] 

6. [13.] Northwest Borough. 
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Kenai Peninsula Borough, Alaska New Text Underlined; [DELETED TEXT BRACKETED] Ordinance 2016-25 

  Page 3 of 3 

SECTION 2. Transition.  Existing seats of planning commission members from each area 

within the four new areas whose terms expire first shall not be filled. 

 

SECTION 3. That this ordinance takes effect on August 1, 2016. 

 

ENACTED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH THIS * 

DAY OF * 2016. 

 

 

  Blaine Gilman, Assembly President 

ATTEST: 

 

 

  

Johni Blankenship, MMC, Borough Clerk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Yes:  

No:  

Absent:  
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